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HARMONY UPDATE – Monday November 16, 2020
The Overworked Auditor Excuse
On November 12, 2020 we published our report (the “Report”) on China Harmony Auto Holding Limited (HKEX:
3836) (“Harmony” or the “Company”) which highlighted evidence that Chairman Feng defrauded investors and
fabricated Harmony’s financial statements.
1.

OVERWORKED AUDITORS:

The next day Harmony responded (“Harmony’s Response”) with one of the most laughable rationales for auditor
turnover we have ever heard. Harmony claimed that it needed to divide the labor amongst more audit firms because
Harmony’s growth was too much for one auditor to handle. Harmony needed a third auditor because it overworked
its two other auditors, Ernst & Young and Zhonghui Anda CPA Limited.
To think that a Big 4 auditor cannot handle additional audit work beyond its primary audit responsibilities is ridiculous.
Especially when Harmony had zero business combinations in either 2018 or 2019 and only spent RMB 154 million
on acquisitions so far in 2020.
2.

TAX DISPUTES WITH CHINESE AUTHORITIES FOR 15 YEARS:

Do you think its possible to get away with not paying Chinese Authorities taxes for 15 years?
Harmony’s Response claimed that it was unable to come to an agreement with local tax collection agencies about the
amount of tax Harmony owed since 2005.
Why in 2019 does Chairman Feng think that he will be more successful at reaching a settlement with local tax
authorities than Harmony would be at settling its own tax liabilities? Why would Chairman Feng pay the tax instead
of Harmony just paying the tax itself?
Harmony’s Response did not refute that Chairman Feng was the recipient of RMB 1 billion and instead focused on its
rationale for the sham tax liabilities transfer.
This transaction had serious negative repercussions for Harmony’s minority shareholders as it effectively erased the
contractual obligation for Chairman Feng to repay RMB 1 billion to Harmony. We suspect that both auditor
resignations were related to the write-off of the RMB 1 billion loan to Chairman Feng.
The Company needs to explain how RMB 1 billion of cash went to Chairman Feng and why he doesn’t have to pay it
back anymore.
THIS RESEARCH REPORT EXPRESSES SOLELY OUR OPINIONS. Use Bonitas Research LLC’s research opinions at your own risk. You should do your
own research and due diligence before making any investment decisions, including with respect to the securities discussed herein. We have a short interest
in HARMONY’ stock and stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of such instrument declines. Because this document has been prepared
without consideration of any specific clients’ investment objectives, financial situation or needs, no information in this report should be construed as
recommending or suggesting an investment strategy. Investors should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any decision regarding any
securities discussed herein. This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain any financial product advice as defined in the
Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). For convenience purposes only, we have provided a Chinese translation of this report. Please refer to our full
disclaimer located on the last page of this report.
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SHARE PRICE SUPPORT:

On the day of our Report, Chairman Feng’s Eagle Seeker Company Limited (“Eagle Seeker”) purchased 15% of daily
traded volume (7.6 mm shares). The day after our Report, Harmony purchased 15% of daily traded volume (2.4mm
shares).
We do not believe that these share purchases were made because of Chairman Feng’s confidence in Harmony’s growth
story. Instead, we continue to believe that Chairman Feng, whether directly or via his trust Eagle Seeker, maintains
undisclosed pledges against Harmony shares.

4.

HARMONY LIED ABOUT THE FMC TRANSFER:

Evidence revealed that Chairman Feng bought Future Mobility Corporation Limited Cayman (“FMC”) shares from
Harmony at a 90% discount for an immediate RMB 236 million gain.
Harmony’s Response claimed that it “signed an agreement with Mr. Feng Changge before confirming the investment”
to mitigate its own investment risk exposure in FMC.
On December 28, 2016 Harmony made an announcement (“FMC Announcement”) in respect of its investment in
FMC which did not mention any prior agreement with Chairman Feng.1
Suddenly after our Report Harmony claimed an agreement existed with Chairman Feng prior to December 28, 2016
which would have made FMC a connected transaction and required shareholder approval.
Harmony cannot have both. It cannot claim no connected transactions in 2016 and then suddenly claim there was a
connected transaction in Harmony’s Response.
Either Harmony lied in the FMC Announcement to avoid shareholders’ scrutiny and approval, or Harmony lied in
Harmony’s Response. Both would constitute clear breaches of listing rules.

5.

CONCLUSION:

We leave it to the facts.
In our Report we presented independent evidence from the PRC State Administration for Industry and Commerce,
Credit Reports and the PRC court judgement which showed that Harmony falsified its cash balance and lied about its
profits.
Harmony’s Response failed to address any of this evidence.
Harmony failed to consolidate operating expenses for its primary subsidiaries and failed to write down failed
investments.
We remain short Harmony and believe its stock is worthless.

1

https://www1.hkexnews.hk/listedco/listconews/sehk/2016/1228/ltn20161228043.pdf
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DISCLAIMER
We are short sellers. We are biased. So are long investors. So is HARMONY. So are the banks that raised money for HARMONY. If you
are invested (either long or short) in HARMONY, so are you. Just because we are biased does not mean that we are wrong. We, like
everyone else, are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. We believe that the publication of
our opinions about the public companies we research is in the public interest.
You are reading a short-biased opinion piece. We stand to profit if the price of HARMONY’S stock declines. This report and all statements
contained herein are the opinion of Bonitas Research LLC (“Bonitas”) and are not statements of fact. Our opinions are held in good faith,
and we have based them upon publicly available evidence, which we set out in our research report to support our opinions. We conducted
research and analysis based on public information in a manner that any person could have done if they had been interested in doing so.
You can publicly access any piece of evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report. Think critically about our report
and do your own homework before making any investment decisions. We are prepared to support everything we say, if necessary, in a
court of law.
As of the publication date of this report, Bonitas (a Texas limited liability company) (possibly along with or through our members, partners,
affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our clients and/or investors has a direct or indirect short position in the stock (and/or
possibly other options or instruments) of the company covered herein, and therefore stands to realize significant gains if the price of such
instrument declines. Use Bonitas’ research at your own risk. You should do your own research and due diligence before making any
investment decision with respect to the securities covered herein. The opinions expressed in this report are not investment advice nor
should they be construed as investment advice or any recommendation of any kind.
Following publication of this report, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or
neutral at any time hereafter regardless of our initial opinion. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security,
nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the securities laws
of such jurisdiction. To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained
from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered herein or
who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. As is evident by the contents of our research and analysis,
we expend considerable time and attention in an effort to ensure that our research analysis and written materials are complete and
accurate. We strive for accuracy and completeness to support our opinions, and we have a good-faith belief in everything we write,
however, all such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind– whether express or implied.
If you are in the United Kingdom, you confirm that you are subscribing and/or accessing Bonitas’ research and materials on behalf of:
(A) a high net worth entity (e.g., a company with net assets of GBP 5 million or a high value trust) falling within Article 49 of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “FPO”); or (B) an investment professional (e.g., a financial
institution, government or local authority, or international organization) falling within Article 19 of the FPO.
This report is not available to Australian residents. This report and its contents are not intended to be and do not constitute or contain
any financial product advice as defined in the Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Because this document has been prepared without
consideration of any specific client’s investment objectives, financial situation or needs, no information in this report should be construed
as recommending or suggesting an investment strategy. Investors should seek their own financial, legal and tax advice in respect of any
decision regarding any securities discussed herein. Currently, because of ambiguity in Australian law, we are restricting access to our
reports by Australian residents. Australian residents are encouraged to contact their lawmakers to clarify the ambiguity under Australian
financial licensing requirements.
This report should only be considered in its entirety. Each section should be read in the context of the entire report, and no section,
paragraph, sentence or phrase is intended to stand alone or to be interpreted in isolation without reference to the rest of the report. The
section headings contained in this report are for reference purposes only and may only be considered in conjunction with the detailed
statements of opinions in their respective sections.
For convenience purposes only, we have provided a Chinese translation of this report. In case of any discrepancy or inconsistency between
the Chinese and the English versions, the English version is the original and should prevail. In case of any legal dispute, reference shall
be made only to the English version.
Bonitas makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with
regard to the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Bonitas does not
undertake a duty to update or supplement this report or any of the information contained herein. By downloading and opening this report
you knowingly and independently agree: (i) that any dispute arising from your use of this report or viewing the material herein shall be
governed by the laws of the State of Texas, without regard to any conflict of law provisions; (ii) to submit to the personal and exclusive
jurisdiction of the superior courts located within the State of Texas and waive your right to any other jurisdiction or applicable law, given
that Bonitas is a Texas limited liability company that operates in Texas; and (iii) that regardless of any statute or law to the contrary, any
claim or cause of action arising out of or related to use of this website or the material herein must be filed within one (1) year after such
claim or cause of action arose or be forever barred. The failure of Bonitas to exercise or enforce any right or provision of this disclaimer
shall not constitute a waiver of this right or provision. If any provision of this disclaimer is found by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be invalid, the parties nevertheless agree that the court should endeavor to give effect to the parties' intentions as reflected in the provision
and rule that the other provisions of this disclaimer remain in full force and effect, in particular as to this governing law and jurisdiction
provision.
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